you. It has grown too precious tol?e yielded to Doria vindictiveness,
which is what would happen if we fell now into his hands. For you
perhaps a convent; for me a yard-arm, or an even less exalted exit, ft
is not my notion that our story should end thus."
Only the deep devotion he expressed sustained her in those days,
when from dawn to sunset she sat aloae aboard the Aswad with
Prosperous five knaves for bodyguard, whMst he was away directing the
vast operations he had planned.
He apportioned the labour amongst the slaves and the army of
Berbers which had been forcibly enlisted, a third of which was made up
of women, so that the total number exceeded even his original com-
putation. They began the cutting at the causeway, working back-
wards towards the lagoon, so that not until the last wall of earth was
broken down would the water flow into the canal So that no time be
lost, it was not a yard wider or a foot deeper than necessity decreed for
galleys which, being lightened of all gear, would not draw more than
five feet of water. Along that length of marshy ground the army of
toilers hacked and dug and heaved in the blazing sunshine, relentlessly
driven by the wardens and the soldiery, whilst Prospero, himself,
constantly moving hither and thither, overlooked nothing, anticipated
and provided for every difficulty the ground presented. Progress was
so rapid that by the evening of the second day the canal from the
lagoon to the causeway was complete and the water flowing in it. The
causeway, itself, in which there was a deal of rock, must have proved
an infinitely more difficult and laborious matter; and had Prospero
kept to his original plan the work could never have been accomplished
in the time he had prescribed. But he had improved upon it. It
would no longer be necessary to cut the causeway. By means of
rollers, for which trees were even then being felled and planed, and by
harnessing a whole slave-gang to each galley, he would drag the vessels
across those fifty yards of solid land.
This determined, he let it wait until the outer canal, from the cause-
way to the bay near El Kantara, should be dug. Not only because the
distance was shorter, but also because he had profited by the experience
gained in cutting the inner channel, this labour was completed quite
early on the third day from the commencement of operations, and at
once a start was made to bring the vessels through and haul them over
the causeway.
Already whilst the cutting was in progress, Prospero had set other
gangs to the work of lightening the galleys by removing not only their
guns, their ballast, their stores, but every object that was movable or
could be easily detached. Dragut, himself, had supervised and
directed this part of the operations once the need had been indicated
by Prospero; and now the galleys, riding high in the water, stripped
even of their oars, were ready to be hauled. The slave-gangs, squelch-
ing their way on both sides of the canal through ground rendered
tolerably firm by the excavated earth piled into banks which the sun
had partly baked, drew on the ropes, and the lightened hulls moved
forward* By nightfall, all of them were in the canal, the foremost
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